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16th Century Economic Thought

(1) French Classical Political Economy:

Quesnay, Francois (1694-1774) --
"Tableau économique, 1758.
(a work of a genious. Very hard to analyse.
In 1958 France celebrated 200 years of "Tableau").

(his econom. and philosoph. works were edited by
A. Oncken).

Turgot, A.R.J. (1727-81) --
Reflections sur la formation et la distribution
des richesses, 1766
E--Reflections on the Formation and Distribution
of Riches, 1911.
(Economic Classics, ed. by Prof. Ashley. According
to Prof. Ashley the French original was published
in 1770. But it is not right.
(There are complete works of Turgot).
G-- ...
J-- transl. by Nagata in Iwanami-bunko.

On Physiocrats:
Higgs, Henry--The Physiocrats. Lond. 1897.
Weulersse, George--Le mouvement physiocratique en
Do.--La Physiocratie sous les ministres Turgot
Do.--La Physiocratie à la fin du règne de Louis XV,
Dakin, D.--Turgot and the Ancien Regime in France.
London 1939.

(2) English Classical Political Economy:

Smith, Adam (1723-90).
See following pages.

(3) English Pioneers of Humanistic Social Research:

* * *

- lh - R--partial transl.
Howard, John (1726-90)—
(See following pages).

Eden, F. M. (1766-1809)—
The State of the Poor, a History of the Labouring Classes in England...1797.
The State of the Poor. (Abridged edition).
London 1928.

(4) America:

Franklin, Benjamin (1706-90).
(see following pages).

(5) Germany:

Süssmilch, Johann Peter (1707-67)—
Die göttliche Ordnung...1741.
J.—transl. by Iwasaburō Takano and Tatsuo Morito—
"Kami no Chitsujo", Tokyo 1949 (Showa 24.)
Benjamin Franklin (1706-90) (1)

(1) Backgrounds:


(2) Bibliography:


(3) Works or Writings:

Ed. by A. H. Smith. New York 1907. 10 vols. (There are 2 other complete works).

(4) Autobiography:


In: Everyman's Library 1905...1931...

1949 (with a newly compiled index).


(Illustrated Modern Library).

Ed. by Max Farrand under the Title "Benjamin Franklin's Memoirs". California 1949. 70/ (parallel text ed.).

Transl. into French, German, Japanese and many other languages.
Benjamin Franklin (2)

(5) Extracts and Selections:


(6) On Franklin:

Wetzel, W. A. -- Benjamin Franklin as an Economist. Baltimore 1895. (out of date).
Fay, Bernard -- Franklin, the Apostle of Modern Times. Boston 1929. (Engl. transl.).

(Severely criticised in "Keizaigaku Zasshi of Gakusai University").

(7) Franklin in Japan:

Mokuzi 17, 29, 39, 40, 42, 43.
Shusen 12 at least 3, 21.
Adam Smith (1723-90) (1)

(1) Bibliography:

The Vanderblue Memorial Collection of Smithiana. Boston 1939.

(2) Life:


(Historically very important).

Rae, John (1845-1915)—Life of Adam Smith. London 1895.

(Important, cites many letters of Smith).

Scott, W. R. (1868-1940)—Adam Smith as Student and Professor. Glasgow 1937.

(3) Smith—Library:


A full and detailed Catalogue of Books which Belonged to Adam Smith, now in possession of the Faculty of Economics, University of Tokyo. Tokyo 1951.

(4) Works by A. Smith:


Contributions to "The Edinburgh Review", 1759-56.


-18-
Lectures on Justice, Police, Revenue and Law.
Delivered in the University of Glasgow by Adam Smith....
Ed. by Edwin Cannan.
Oxford 1898
G—1928.
J—1943 by S. Kashihara, 1947 by Z. Takashima and
H. Mizuta.

An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of
Nations. London 1776, 1778 (2nd ed.),....... 
F—at least 150 ed.(including U. S. and Switzerland).
F—at least 20.
G—at least 20.
I—at least 4.
Spain—3 (the 1st was banned).
R—4h.
J—several including Iwanami—bunko,
by H. Ouchi (unreliable)
by H. Ouchi and S. Matsukawa (improved).
Others—15 (Japan inclusive) and 3 in the new
Many extracts .... 1776-1937...1944
The most reliable ed.:
Ed. by Edwin Cannan. 2 vols. 1904 and later
1st cheap repr. in 1 vol. New York 1937.
(The Modern Library).
Cheap ed. in Everyman's Library, lil2-3.
Reliable extract: Select Chapters from
Adam Smith

The Wealth of Nations, ed. by W. J. Ashley London 1894 and later (Economic Classics).

(5) On Smith:

Haldane, Lord—Life and Writings of Adam Smith. London 1887.


Small, A. W.—Adam Smith and Modern Sociology. Chicago 1907.


Japanese authors are many.

(6) Religious Attack on Smith:

A Letter to Adam Smith LL. D. on the Life, Death, and Philosophy of his Friend David Hume Esq. By one of the People called Christia Oxford 1777.

(The writer of this pamphlet is George Horne, 1730-92, an eminent priest. He was also against Newton, Hume and others.

(He was ready to attack J. Priestley, Chemist).
John Howard (1726-90)

(1) Bibliography:

Baumgarten, Leona--John Howard (1726, 1790):
Hospital and Prison Reformer. A Bibliography.
Baltimore 1939. 79 p.

(2) Works by:

The State of the Prisons in England and Wales etc.
E--1777, 1780, 1781.
F--1786, 1791.
G--1780.
J--1940. Transl. by Tetsu Yusa: "Kangoku Jijo".
2 vols. Yokohama: Kaimushokai -Yokohama-shibu
1940.

(3) Works and articles on Howard:

Article "Howard, John", in: Dictionary of Political

Gardner, A. R. L.--The Place of John Howard in Penal

(a modern life containing nothing new in it" --
Baumgarten, p. 70.).


(4) Japan. authors on:

Yokohama 1938.

Unpei Norichika ( )--John Howard Genkoroku.
( ). Tokyo 1910 (Meiji 43).
Kosuke, Tomeoka ( ), Gekusei-Ebakku-cho
( ), Tokyo 1900 (Meiji 33).

(5) Humanistic authors on prisons:

Lingust, S. W. H. (1736-94) — Memoire sur Bastille,
1789.

C — Reclams Univ. — Bib.

Frey, Elizabeth (1780-1845).

Keanu, George (1815 - ?).

Shigejiro, Ogawa ( ), Kangoku Komemonogatari
( ), 1911 (Meiji 44)
Mary Wollstonecraft (1759-27)

(1) Works by:

Historical and Moral View of the French Revolution, 1794.
A Vindication of the Rights of Man, 1790.
A Vindication of the Rights of Woman, 1792.
Reprints:

London: Walter Scott (1892 ?), XXXVII, 282 p
(Scott Library).


New Letters of Mary Wollstonecraft and Helen

(2) Works on:

Simon, Helen—William Godwin und Mary Wollstonecraft.
München 1909. VIII, 160 S.

Godwin, William—Memoirs of Mary Wollstonecraft.
Repr.: London 1928. (Constable's Miscellany)
(will be found in Kiel-Univers.-Library).

Brailsford, H. N.—Shelly, Godwin and their Circle.
London: Butterworth 1913 and later. (Home
University Library, 77).

Wardle, Ralph M.—Mary Wollstonecraft. A Critical

Daikichi, Kitano ( )—Fujimundo no Kaiso
( ) Mary Wollstonecraft. Tokyo:
Chikuma-shobo ( ) 1933 (Showa 5, c. 250 p.)
(Found in black-market, Feb. 17, 1946).